
Cedrick 
Gout
Software Engineer

 Designed and implemented various business critical products with strict security  and regulatory requirements from concept to production.

 Led a multidisciplinary team of 8 front and back end developers.

 Responsible for all mobile facing products and integrations among multiple teams.

 Created 4 client facing SDKs for iOS, watchOS, tvOS and macOS alongside two for internal use.

 Responsible for talent training and hiring, where I led the interview process and hired and guided 5 new developers in multiple teams

 Interim product owner (11 months), during this time I restructured the team, and shifted the focus to first get rid of legacy code while not losing 
track of feature delivery. I also launched a completely new  product and increased overall delivery by over 200 percent.

Solution architect / Lead mobile developer / Product owner


TM-Pro is a state of the art fin tech that provides orchestration, integration and open banking  services to small and mid size banks. 


January 2021 - Present (2 years, 1 month) 

Work Experience

linkedin.com/in/cedrickgout

cedrick@crmedia.nl


+31 640 724 215

www.crmedia.nl


Throughout my career, I have gained a wealth of experience and success with my main focus being iOS development,  where I have a deep 
understanding of the ecosystem and the latest technologies. I am a highly motivated  individual with a passion for designing and implementing 
innovative, user-friendly and robust solutions.  My strong communication and problem-solving skills, combined with my technical expertise, make 
me an  asset to any organization. I am eager to apply my skills and experience to take on new challenges and drive  success for my team and the 
company.

 Lead a team to expand Moneyou's offering in the German market with the new banking application, going from ideation to release in less than 5 
months

 Improved code quality, maintainability and overall stability of the mobile apps, resulting in faster and more robust feature delivery

 Automated the test and release cycle, resulting in less QA cycles and more frequent deployments with higher confidence

 Decreased client facing errors by 79% by increasing test coverage and introducing new instruments and tooling for error tracking.

Lead iOS developer 


Moneyou, a subsidiary of ABN AMRO, is leading the consumer banking industry by offering its  customers fully digital experiences. 


March 2018 - December 2020 (2 years, 10 months) 

Lead iOS developer 


Payconiq, launched by ING Bank, is an electronic payment system which is meant to help pay  back friends and can also be used to 
pay cashless in stores. 


March 2017 - January 2018 (9 months) 

 Moving from a prototype to a real life application, launching Payconiq in Belgium and the Netherlands where Payconiq in Belgium alone 
surpasses 2 billion electronic transactions per calendar year.

 I defined and implemented the architecture of the application, built with scalability, maintainability and feature delivery in mind

 Automating the test and release cycle, using both physical als emulated devices. Running unit tests and layout tests together with thoroughly 
testing QR codes and TouchID

 Responsible for talent training and hiring.

CTO 


Sharewire doesn’t see mobile as simply a new marketing tool. For us, mobile is a new, serious business opportunity that can lead to 
substantial revenues, new products and services or  improved customer experience. 


April 2015 - February 2017 (1 year, 11 months)

 Implemented new development strategies to improve delivery processes and increase efficiency

 Helped grow the company from a team of 8 to a team of 15 developers representing 6 different nationalities and working across 2 time zones

 Collaborated with clients to create tailored digital strategies for their specific markets

 Contributed to the development of several innovative and cutting-edge mobile apps for various prominent European companies

 Requested and implemented ISO-27001 certification.
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iOS developer 


March 2011 - April 2015 (4 years, 2 months)

 Developed and maintained a variety of iOS applications with a focus on user experience and innovation

 Utilized skills in iOS development to tackle challenging projects

 Contributed to the company's reputation as a go-to place for companies seeking to develop mobile applications.

Webmaster


Het Portaal is specialized in the provision of information and intermediary in the field of marketing and communication.


January 2007 - March 2010 (3 years, 3 months)


 Digitized complete registration, stand selection and branding process for events such as PromZ Event, PromZ Vak & RelatieZ, resulting in 
reduced manual labor and improved user experience for customers

 Developed custom CMS and CRM systems using PHP and MySQL, improving data accuracy and reducing errors.

Honorable Mentions

Skills

Languages

Swift


Objective-C


SDK development


UX-Design


SwiftUI / UIKit


SPM


Instruments


CI/CD


Various analytics /


debugging tools

App development 

Various architectures


HLS design


System security


Data security


Service delivery


API design


PAKE protocols


Law and legislation


Continuous delivery

Solution design

Project management


Stakeholder management


Cross team management


Agile development


Scrum 


Product owner 


DevOps practices 


ISO certification 


Conflict resolution 

Leadership

Android 


Kotlin 


TypeScript 


AWS Serverless 

T-shape

PHP 


Javascript 


Actionscript 


Java 


MySQL 


PostgreSQL

Once upon a time

Spanish
intermediate

Dutch
native

English
fluent

Below are some of the projects I worked on during my years as a software engineer. For more details and projects I would kindly refer you to my 
online portfolio at crmedia.nl
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